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Reminders 
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Midterm Results 
• Grades will be up by the end of the week 
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CS-387/680: Gaming and AI
Midterm Exam

Name: Score:

Please write your answers in a legible manner.

1. Mark each sentence below as true (T) or false (F) (there might be
more than one true sentence on each block) (10 points).

Perception:

a) If a character in a game needs to check constantly for an event that is very infre-
quent, it’s better to use polling than message passing.

b) If a character in a game needs to check constantly for an event that is very infre-
quent, it’s better to use message passing than polling.

c) If a game features a complex sensing mechanism for the enemy AI, it’s better to
keep it hidden from the player.

Aiming:

a) Performing aiming calculations is important, since we want enemies in games to
have perfect aim and always hit the player.

b) Performing aiming calculations is important, since we want the AI to have control
over where enemies shoot.

c) Performing aiming calculations is not important, enemies in games should shoot
at random.

Steering Behaviors:

a) Steering Behaviors (such as seek and flee) receive a desired acceleration and output
the exact actions (like “press accelerator pedal”) the characters in the game should execute.

b) Steering Behaviors (such as seek and flee) receive a desired acceleration and output
the estimated trajectory of a character.

c) Steering Behaviors (such as seek and flee) can be combined together to form more
complex behaviors.

d) Steering Behaviors (such as seek and flee) can only be used for car-racing games.

A⇤:

a) In the particular case of path-finding, the fact that a heuristic is not admissible is
not a problem for A⇤.

b) A⇤ always finds the shortest path between a source and a target position regardless
of the heuristic being used.

c) A⇤ finds the shortest paths with an admissible heuristic, but it might be too slow
for real-time games.

d) Memory usage of A⇤ is linearly proportional to the size of the optimal path.

TBA⇤:

a) TBA⇤ splits the computation of an optimal path among consecutive game frames.

b) TBA⇤ is not ensured to converge to the optimal path, but it’s more appropriate
for real-time games than A⇤.

c) TBA⇤ is ensured to eventually converge to the optimal path and it’s more appro-
priate for real-time games than A⇤.

d) Only A⇤ needs heuristics to be admissible, TBA⇤ does not have this restriction.

LRTA⇤:
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T/F Questions 

CS-480: Gaming and AI

Midterm Exam

Name: Score:

Please write your answers in a legible manner.

1. Mark each sentence below as true (T) or false (F) (there might be

more than one true sentence on each block) (10 points).

Game AI:

a) Game AI is the intersection of Computer Games and Artificial Intelligence

b) Game AI techniques are always implemented inside computer games.

c) The more intelligent a character in a game, the better the game.

Aiming:

a) Performing aiming calculations is important, since we want enemies in games to
have perfect aim and always hit the player.

b) Performing aiming calculations is important, since we want the AI to have control
over where enemies shoot.

c) Performing aiming calculations is not important, enemies in games should shoot
at random.

Steering Behaviors:

a) Steering Behaviors (such as seek and flee) receive a desired acceleration and output
the exact actions (like “press accelerator pedal”) the characters in the game should execute.

b) Steering Behaviors (such as seek and flee) receive a desired acceleration and output
the estimated trajectory of a character.

c) Steering Behaviors (such as seek and flee) can be combined together to form more
complex behaviors.

d) Steering Behaviors (such as seek and flee) can only be used for car-racing games.

A

⇤
:

a) In the particular case of path-finding, the fact that a heuristic is not admissible is
not a problem for A⇤.

b) A⇤ always finds the shortest path between a source and a target position regardless
of the heuristic being used.

c) A⇤ finds the shortest paths with an admissible heuristic, but it might be too slow
for real-time games.

d) Memory usage of A⇤ is linearly proportional to the size of the optimal path.

TBA

⇤
:

a) TBA⇤ splits the computation of an optimal path among consecutive game frames.

b) TBA⇤ is not ensured to converge to the optimal path, but it’s more appropriate
for real-time games than A⇤.

c) TBA⇤ is ensured to eventually converge to the optimal path and it’s more appro-
priate for real-time games than A⇤.

d) Only A⇤ needs heuristics to be admissible, TBA⇤ does not have this restriction.

LRTA

⇤
:

a) LRTA⇤ Finds the optimal path faster than A⇤
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T/F Questions 

CS-480: Gaming and AI

Midterm Exam

Name: Score:

Please write your answers in a legible manner.

1. Mark each sentence below as true (T) or false (F) (there might be

more than one true sentence on each block) (10 points).

Game AI:

a) Game AI is the intersection of Computer Games and Artificial Intelligence

b) Game AI techniques are always implemented inside computer games.

c) The more intelligent a character in a game, the better the game.

LRTA

⇤
:

a) LRTA

⇤
Finds the optimal path faster than A

⇤

b) At each update cycle, LRTA

⇤
updates the heuristic value of only one position in

the map.

c) At each update cycle, LRTA

⇤
updates the heuristic value of all the positions in the

current path.

d) LRTA

⇤
starts with a basic heuristic, and improves it until it converges to the real

minimum distances to the goal.

e) As soon as a character using LRTA

⇤
starts moving, it will be on the optimal path

to reach the goal.

Finite-State Machines:

a) Finite-State Machines are hard to create but easy to maintain.

b) Finite-State Machines are easy to create but hard to maintain.

c) Finite-State Machines are simple and easy to implement, but might lead to fixed,

predictable behavior.

d) Finite-State Machines are appropriate for path-finding and decision making.

Behavior Trees:

a) Behavior Trees are popular because they can encode behaviors that cannot be done

with standard scripting languages like LUA or Python.

b) Behavior Trees are popular because they are intuitive for non programmers.

c) Behavior Trees are better than finite-state machines for all types of behaviors

typical in Game AI.

Decision Theory:

a) For deploying decision theory the AI doesn’t need to know what the actions do.

b) According to decision theory, it is always better to spend resources on getting more

information.

c) Given the expected utility of an action, decision theory can be used to decide which

is the best action.

d) Given the optimal action, decision theory can be used to determine its expected

e↵ects.

First-Person Shooters:

a) There is no use for AI in a FPS outside of individual character control.

b) Drama management is a technique through which the AI can automatically adapt

the game to the current player.

c) FPS games do not use path-finding, since enemies can just move on a straight line

towards the player.
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T/F Questions 

b) At each update cycle, LRTA⇤ updates the heuristic value of only one position in
the map.

c) At each update cycle, LRTA⇤ updates the heuristic value of all the positions in the
current path.

d) LRTA⇤ starts with a basic heuristic, and improves it until it converges to the real
minimum distances to the goal.

e) As soon as a character using LRTA⇤ starts moving, it will be on the optimal path
to reach the goal.

Finite-State Machines:

a) Finite-State Machines are hard to create but easy to maintain.

b) Finite-State Machines are easy to create but hard to maintain.

c) Finite-State Machines are simple and easy to implement, but might lead to fixed,
predictable behavior.

d) Finite-State Machines are appropriate for path-finding and decision making.

Behavior Trees:

a) Behavior Trees are popular because they can encode behaviors that cannot be done
with standard scripting languages like LUA or Python.

b) Behavior Trees are popular because they are intuitive for non programmers.

c) Behavior Trees are better than finite-state machines for all types of behaviors
typical in Game AI.

Decision Theory:

a) For deploying decision theory the AI doesn’t need to know what the actions do.

b) According to decision theory, it is always better to spend resources on getting more
information.

c) Given the expected utility of an action, decision theory can be used to decide which
is the best action.

d) Given the optimal action, decision theory can be used to determine its expected
e↵ects.

First-Person Shooters:

a) There is no use for AI in a FPS outside of individual character control.

b) Drama management is a technique through which the AI can automatically adapt
the game to the current player.

c) FPS games do not use path-finding, since enemies can just move on a straight line
towards the player.

2. Draw and describe the standard Game AI Architecture diagram,

with its 4 components and connections (2 points).

3. What is a “jump point” in the context of movement in Game AI?

(2 points).

4. Explain what is the use of the two radii in the definition of the

“Arrive” Steering Behavior? (2 points)

5. In the context of path finding, explain the di↵erences between

“Tile Graphs” and “Navigation Meshes” (2 points)

6. Which are the basic types of tasks in a behavior tree and what are

they used for? (2 points)
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Rest of Questions 
2. Which are the four components of the standard Game AI Archi-

tecture diagram? What does each component do, and how do they
connect to each other? (2 points).

3. What is a “jump point” in the context of movement in Game AI?
how is it used? (2 points).

4. Explain what is the use of the two radii in the definition of the
“Arrive” Steering Behavior? (2 points)

5. In the context of path finding, explain the di↵erences between
“Tile Graphs” and “Navigation Meshes”. Can you think of a sit-
uation where a tile graph is better suited than a navigation mesh?
How about the opposite, can you think of a situation where a
navigation mesh is better than a tile graph? (2 points)

6. Which are the basic types of tasks in a behavior tree and what are
they used for? (2 points)
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Tactic and Strategy 
• High-level decision making in games 

• Example: RTS Games 
•  Use Rushing or Turtling? 
•  When to scout? 

• Decision Making techniques (last lectures) focus on a 
single character taking decisions in real-time. 

•  Tactics/Strategy focus on groups of units, taking long-term 
decisions. 



Game AI Architecture 

AI 

World 
Interface 

(perception) 

Strategy 

Decision Making 

Movement 
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Rule-Based Systems 
• Rule-based systems can be used for either decision 

making or strategy. 

•  They have been used on and off in games for the last 15 
years. 

•  Idea: 
•  Database of knowledge (provided by perception) 
•  Collection of If-then rules 
•  Inference engine reaches conclusions 



Rule-Based Systems 
• General AI reasoning paradigm 

• Compared to FSMs and Behavior Trees: 
•  For simple tasks, FSMs and BTs might be easier to author 
•  For complex tasks, it is hard to anticipate each possible situation 

and encode it in an FSM of BT: rule-based systems are more 
flexible 

•  For very large problems (not the case in regular games) rule-based 
systems can get unmanageable 



Rule-Based Systems 
AI 

World 
Interface 

(perception) 
Decision Making 

Movement 

Knowledge 
Base 

If-then 
Rules 

Inference 
Engine 



Simple Example 
• Consider a tactical FPS game like “Wolfenstein: Enemy 

Territory” 



Simple Example 
• Goal: implement strategic decision making for an enemy 

team as a rule-based system  

• Enemy team must operate the radio while defending 
against player attacks 

• Enemy team has three members: Alice, Bob, Charlie 



Simple Example 

Knowledge Base 
 
 

Alice health 100 
Bob health 95 

Charlie health 10 
Charlie has the radio 

Alice is defending 
Bob is defending 

If-then Rules 
 
 

IF Charlie.health<15 AND 
Charlie has the radio THEN 

Bob takes the radio 
 

Inference 
Engine 



Simple Example 

Knowledge Base 
 
 

Alice health 100 
Bob health 95 

Charlie health 10 
Charlie has the radio 

Alice is defending 
Bob is defending 

If-then Rules 
 
 

IF Charlie.health<15 AND 
Charlie has the radio THEN 

Bob takes the radio 
 

Inference 
Engine 

Rules are of the form: 
 

IF PATTERN THEN ACTION 



Knowledge Base 
•  Information in the knowledge base needs to be stored in 

some formalization, so that the rules can make use of it. 

•  Logical terms 
•  f(v1,…,vn) 

• Object-oriented structures (objects and attributes) 

• OWL (RDF) 



Knowledge Base 
•  Information in the knowledge base needs to be stored in 

some formalization, so that the rules can make use of it. 

•  Logical terms 
•  f(v1,…,vn) 

• Object-oriented structures (objects and atributes) 

• OWL (RDF) 

We CS people tend to gravitate towards our 
typical object-oriented representations with 

classes and attributes.  
But I recommend using logical terms, since it 
greatly simplifies rule definition, and is equally 

powerful to OO representations. 



Knowledge Base 
•  Information in the knowledge base needs to be stored in 

some formalization, so that the rules can make use of it. 

•  Logical terms 
•  f(v1,…,vn) 

• Object-oriented structures (objects and atributes) 

• OWL (RDF) 

Even in Millington’s book, they use an OO 
representation (which is very limited).  

However, logical representations, even if not as 
intuitive for CS people, have many advantages, 

as we will see. 



Knowledge Base 

Knowledge Base (logical 
clauses) 

 
 

health(Alice,100) 
health(Bob,95) 
health(Charlie,10) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
state(Alice,defending) 
state(Bob,defending) 
state(Charlie,communicating) 
 

Knowledge Base (OO) 
 

Alice: 
 health: 100 
 has: [] 
 state: defending 

 
Bob: 

 health: 95 
 has: [] 
 state: defending 

 
Charlie: 

 health: 10 
 has: radio 
 state: communicating 



Knowledge Base 
• Knowledge base can contain 3 types of knowledge: 

•  Data obtained from the game state (from the perception module) 

•  Internal state of the AI (e.g. the unit is currently ‘patrolling’) 

•  Inferences (information inferred by firing rules, not directly 
observed in the game) 

•  It is recommended to separate the 3 types of knowledge 
into 3 separate bases: 
•  Inferred knowledge should contain “provenance” information to 

verify it is still valid 



Knowledge Base 
Knowledge Base 

(perception) 
 

health(Alice,100) 
health(Bob,95) 
health(Charlie,10) 
has(Charlie,radio) 

Knowledge Base (AI state) 
 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
state(Bob,defending) 
state(Charlie,communicating) 
 

Knowledge Base 
(inferences) 

 
 

• Another advantage of the logical representation is that 
each piece of information is an individual clause that can 
be moved around. 

•  In an OO representation it’ll be harder to make this 
division 



Knowledge Base Implementation 
• A logical term can be represented as a list: 

•  The first element is the “functor” and the rest are the arguments 

• Or as a simple data structure (if you use C++, Java, etc.): 
Class Term { 

Symbol functor; 
list<Symbol> arguments; 

} 

• Where “Symbol” is whatever data type you want to use to 
represent identifiers (String, Integer, Enum, etc.). 



Knowledge Base Implementation 
•  If you use Lisp, a logical clause can be represented as a simple list: 

‘(health Alice 100) 
‘(health Bob 95) 
‘(health Charlie 10) 
‘(has Charlie radio) 

•  If you use Prolog, it’s even simpler, as Prolog can represent terms 
natively: 

health(alice,100). 
health(bob,95). 
health(charlie,10). 
has(charlie,radio). 



Rule-Based Systems 
AI 
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Rules 
• Rules contain two main parts: 

•  A pattern 
•  An action 

• When the pattern matches with the information in the 
knowledge base, the rule gets triggered 

• When a rule gets triggered, its action is executed 



Representing Rules: Patterns 
• Basic expressions: 

•  Logical terms: has(Charlie,radio) 
•  This is satisfied when an exact match occurs in the knowledge base 

•  Composites: 
•  AND, OR, NOT: has(Charlie,radio) AND health(Charlie,0) 

• When a match of the pattern is found in the knowledge 
base, the rule is triggered 



Representing Rules: Actions 
•  Two types of actions: 

•  Executing things in the game: 
•  Take(Alice,radio) 

•  Modifying the knowledge base (inferences) 
•  add( logical term ) 
•  remove( logical term ) 

• Example: 
IF has(Charlie,radio) AND health(Charlie,0) 
THEN remove(state(Charlie,communicating) 

     add(state(Alice,communicating) 
     Take(Alice,radio) 



Variables and Bindings 
• As presented here, rules are very limited. Notice that we 

have no way to express things like:  
•  health of Charlie lower than 15 
•  someone has the radio 
•  Etc. 

•  For doing so, we have to introduce variables in the 
patterns: 
•  has(X,radio) 



Variables and Bindings 
• When matching a pattern against the knowledge base, 

variables are treated specially. A variable can be bound 
or unbound.  

•  Initially, all variables are unbound 

• When a pattern with a variable matches with a fact in the 
KB, the variables in the pattern are bound to the values in 
the fact, for example: 
•  Pattern: has(X,radio) 
•  Fact: has(Charlie,radio) 
•  Result: match, bindings: (X,Charlie) 



Variables and Bindings 
• When a variable is bound, its matching is restricted, for 

example: 
•  pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) 
•  Knowledge base: 

•  has(Charlie,radio) 
•  health(Charlie,100) 
•  health(Bob,0) 

•  Result: ??? 



Variables and Bindings 
• When a variable is bound, its matching is restricted, for 

example: 
•  pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) 
•  Knowledge base: 

•  has(Charlie,radio) 
•  health(Charlie,100) 
•  health(Bob,0) 

•  Result: no match 

When has(X,radio) matches has(Charlie,radio), 
X is bound to “Charlie” 

Then, when health(X,0) needs to be matched, it 
cannot not match with health(Bob,0). 



Variables and Bindings 
• Variables allow for more flexible conditions. For example: 

•  health(Charlie,X) AND X<15 
•  has(X1,radio) AND health(X1,Y1) AND X<15 AND health(X2,Y2) 

AND Y2>15 

•  The concept of variables and bindings in patterns is very 
powerful, and allows us to define any kind of conditions 
we might want 

• However, matching patterns with variables can be 
complex, since variable bindings must be taken into 
account: Unification 
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Unification 
•  Formally unification is a logical operation that given two 

terms T1 and T2 finds a third term T3, that is a 
specialization of both T1 and T2 (if it exists): 
•  i.e. a term T3 that both T1 and T2 subsume 

• Example:  
•  T1: f(X,1) 
•  T2: f(a,Y) 
•  Unification: ??? 



Unification 
•  Formally unification is a logical operation that given two 

terms T1 and T2 finds a third term T3, that is a 
specialization of both T1 and T2 (if it exists): 
•  i.e. a term T3 that both T1 and T2 subsume 

• Example:  
•  T1: f(X,1) 
•  T2: f(a,Y) 
•  Unification: T3 : f(a,1) 

•  In our case, only one term has variables, and thus the 
problem is easier. 



Simple Unification Algorithm 
•  Single term unification (this is executed for each term in the KB until 

one returns true): 

If the functors are not identical Return false 
If the number of parameters is not identical Return false 
For i = 1 … number of parameters: 

If T1(i) is an unbound variable Then add binding (T1(i), T2(i)) 
Else if T1(i) != T2(i) Then Return false 

Return (true,bindings) 
 

•  Composite unification: each logical connective is different, for 
example, (T1 AND T2): 

(result,bindings) = unification(T1,KB) 
If (!result) Return false 
(result2,bindings2) = unification(applyBindings(T1,bindings),KB) 
Return (result2,bindings) 



Unification Algorithm With Backtracking 
• Composite unification might require backtracking: 
• Unification(T1 AND T2,KB): 

For S1 in KB: 
 (result,bindings) = unification(T1,S1) 
 If (result) Then 
  T2’ = applyBindings(T1,bindings) 
  For S2 in KB: 
   (result2,bindings2) =unification(T2’,S2) 
   If (result2) Then 
    Return (result2,bindings2) 
   EndIf 
  EndFor 
 EndIF 

EndFor 



Unification Example 
• Pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) Knowledge Base 

 
state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 



Unification Example 
• Pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) 

• Bindings = [] 
• Unification(has(X,radio), state(Alice,defending)) 

•  Result = false 
•  Bindings = [] 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 



Unification Example 
• Pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) 

• Bindings = [] 
• Unification(has(X,radio), has(Charlie,radio)) 

•  Result = true 
•  Bindings = [X = Charlie] 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 



Unification Example 
• Pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) 

• Bindings = [X = Charlie] 
• Unification(health(Charlie,0), state(Alice,defending)) 

•  Result = false 
•  Bindings2 = [] 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 



Unification Example 
• Pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) 

• Bindings = [X = Charlie] 
• Unification(health(Charlie,0), has(Charlie,radio)) 

•  Result = false 
•  Bindings2 = [] 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 



Unification Example 
• Pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) 

• Bindings = [X = Charlie] 
• Unification(health(Charlie,0), health(Alice,100)) 

•  Result = false 
•  Bindings2 = [] 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 



Unification Example 
• Pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) 

• Bindings = [X = Charlie] 
• Unification(health(Charlie,0), health(Charlie,0)) 

•  Result = true 
•  Bindings2 = [X = Charlie] 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 



Unification Example 
• Pattern: has(X,radio) AND health(X,0) 

• Result = true 
• Bindings = [X = Charlie] 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 



Basic Algorithm 
RuleBasedSystemIteration(rules, KB) 

 FiredRules = [] 
 For each r in rules: 
  (result,bindings) = unification(r.pattern,KB) 
  If result then 
   FiredRules.add(instantiate(r,bindings)) 
 RulesToExecute = arbitrate(FiredRules) 
 For each e in RulesToExecute 
  Execute(r.action) 



Basic Algorithm 
RuleBasedSystemIteration(rules, KB) 

 FiredRules = [] 
 For each r in rules: 
  (result,bindings) = unification(r.pattern,KB) 
  If result then 
   FiredRules.add(instantiate(r,bindings)) 
 RulesToExecute = arbitrate(FiredRules) 
 For each e in RulesToExecute 
  Execute(r.action) 

It is important to remember the bindings, since 
some of the actions might depend on the 

variables of the pattern 



Basic Algorithm 
RuleBasedSystemIteration(rules, KB) 

 FiredRules = [] 
 For each r in rules: 
  (result,bindings) = unification(r.pattern,KB) 
  If result then 
   FiredRules.add(instantiate(r,bindings)) 
 RulesToExecute = arbitrate(FiredRules) 
 For each e in RulesToExecute 
  Execute(r.action) When adding the rule to the FiredRules list, we 

add it with all the variables substituted by its 
bindings. 



Basic Algorithm 
RuleBasedSystemIteration(rules, KB) 

 FiredRules = [] 
 For each r in rules: 
  (result,bindings) = unification(r.pattern,KB) 
  If result then 
   FiredRules.add(instantiate(r,bindings)) 
 RulesToExecute = arbitrate(FiredRules) 
 For each e in RulesToExecute 
  Execute(r.action) 

Sometimes, some rules might interfere (issue 
contradicting actions). Thus, typically only one 

or a subset are executed. 



Rule Arbitration 
• Most common is just to apply one rule at each reasoning 

cycle: 
•  First Applicable: if rules are sorted by priority 
•  Least Recently Used: to ensure all rules have a chance to get 

fired 
•  Random Rule 
•  Most Specific Conditions 
•  Dynamic Priority Arbitration: rules have different priorities 

depending on the game situation 



RETE 
•  The problem with the previous algorithm is that it’s very 

slow: each rule has to be checked at every execution 
cycle! 

• Solution: RETE 

• Standard algorithm for rule-based systems (even outside 
games) 



RETE 
•  Transform all the rules into a directed graph, that captures 

the same set of rules, but in a more compact and efficient 
representation. 

• Example: 
•  R1: If A&B Then a 
•  R2: If A&C Then b 
•  R3: If B&C&D Then c 
•  R:4 If C&D Then d 

& & & & 

& 

A B C D

R1 R2 R3 R4 



RETE 
•  The knowledge base is fed 

to the top nodes of the 
RETE, and all the 
unification matches are fed 
down until reaching the 
rules 

& & & & 

& 

A B C D

R1 R2 R3 R4 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 



RETE 
•  In a first step, each 

“Condition Node” of the 
RETE is matched against 
each term in the KB, and 
all the possible bindings 
are stored 

& & & & 

& 

A B C D

R1 R2 R3 R4 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 

{[X = a], 
  [X = b]} 

{[X = a], 
 [X = c]} {[Y = d]} {} 



RETE 
•  In a second step, 

bindings are propagated 
down the RETE 

• All the rules reached by 
any binding are fired. 

• Notice that some rules 
might be fired with 
different possible 
bindings: arbitration will 
decide which one gets 
fired 

& & & & 

& 

A B C D

R1 R2 R3 R4 

Knowledge Base 
 

state(Alice,defending) 
has(Charlie,radio) 
health(Alice,100) 
health(Charlie,0) 

{[X = a], 
  [X = b]} 

{[X = a], 
 [X = c]} {[Y = d]} {} 

{[X = a]} {[X=a, Y=d], 
 [X=b, Y=d]} 

{} 

{} {} 



RETE 
• Simple approach: 

•  Execute RETE algorithm at each AI cycle 

• RETE is more efficient than that: 
•  Efficient procedures to update the RETE when terms are 

eliminated, added or changed exist 

• Rule-based systems are very powerful and can achieve 
behaviors way smarter than any state of the art 
commercial game. 



Example in an RTS Game (Ideas for 
Project 4) 

Assume that the Strategy Level is a rule-based system that can can: 
•  Execute actions in the game: build, harvest 
•  Overwrite the default target for attacking set by the tactical layer (setAttackPriority) 
 
If fighter(X,self) & state(X,iddle) & then sendToAttack(X) 
If fighter(X,enemy) & attacking(X,Y) & unit(Y,self) then setAttackPriority(X) 
If peasant(X,self) & state(X,iddle) & goldmine(Y) & resources(Y,Z) & Z>0 then harvest(X,Y) 
If nextBuild(X) & cost(X,Y) & resources(Z,self) & Z>= Y then build(X) 
If not(peasant(X,self)) then add(nextBuild(peasant)) 
If not(barracks(X,self)) then add(nextBuild(barracks)) 
If barracks(X,self) & resources(Y,self) & cost(Z,fighter) & Y>Z then add(nextBuild(fighter)) 
 



Example in an RTS Game (Ideas for 
Project 4) 

•  You can divide the rules in different groups (by category): 

•  Each group of rules is in charge of one aspect of the game: 
•  Rules from different groups do not interfere 

•  At each game cycle, one rule from each group can be fired 

•  Easier to maintain (better organized) 



Outline 
• Midterm 
•  Tactic and Strategy 
• Rule-Based Systems 
• Waypoints 
•  Influence Maps 



Waypoints 
• A waypoint (sometimes called rally points) is a single 

position in a game map 

• Originally only used for pathfinding (nodes in the 
pathfinding graph) 

• Modern games use waypoints for tactical and strategic 
decision making 



Waypoints 
• Mark special locations in a map (used in all game genres) 



Waypoints 
•  Typically used for pathfinding, but can be used for much 

more. 



Waypoints 
•  Defensive locations (cover points): areas behind barrels, columns, 

etc. 

•  Sniper locations 

•  Shadowed locations (for stealth games) 

•  Reconnaissance points 

•  Power-up points (where power-ups spawn) 

•  Escape routes 

•  Ambush hotspots 

•  Etc. 
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Figure 6.2 Tactical points are not the best pathfinding graph

Primitive and Compound Tactics

In most games, having a set of pre-defined tactical qualities (such as sniper, shadow, cover, etc.)
is sufficient to support interesting and intelligent tactical behavior. The algorithms we’ll look at
later in this section make decisions based on these fixed categories.

We can make the model more sophisticated, however. When we looked at sniper locations,
we mentioned that a sniper location would have good cover and provide a wide view of the
enemy. We can decompose this into two separate requirements: cover and view of the enemy. If
we support both cover points and high visibility points in our game, we have no need to specify
good sniper locations. We can simply say the sniper locations are those points that are both cover
points and reconnaissance points. Sniper locations have a compound tactical quality; they are
made up of two or more primitive tactics.

We don’t need to limit ourselves to a single location with both properties, either. When a
character is on the offensive in a firefight, it needs to find a good cover point very near to a
location that provides clear fire. The character can duck into the cover point to reload or when
incoming fire is particularly dense and then pop out into the fire point to attack the enemy. We
can specify that a defensive cover point is a cover point with a fire point very near (often within
the radius of a sideways roll: the stereotypical animation for getting in and out of cover).

In the same way, if we are looking for good locations to mount an ambush, we could look
for exposed locations with good hiding places nearby. The “good hiding places” are compound
tactics in their own right, combining locations with good cover and shadow.

Figure 6.3 shows an example. In the corridor, cover points, shadow points, and exposed points
are marked. We decide that a good ambush point is one with both cover and shadow, next to an
exposed point. If the enemy moves into the exposed point, with a character in shadow, then it will
be susceptible to attack. The good ambush points are marked in the figure.
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Primitive and Compound Tactics

In most games, having a set of pre-defined tactical qualities (such as sniper, shadow, cover, etc.)
is sufficient to support interesting and intelligent tactical behavior. The algorithms we’ll look at
later in this section make decisions based on these fixed categories.

We can make the model more sophisticated, however. When we looked at sniper locations,
we mentioned that a sniper location would have good cover and provide a wide view of the
enemy. We can decompose this into two separate requirements: cover and view of the enemy. If
we support both cover points and high visibility points in our game, we have no need to specify
good sniper locations. We can simply say the sniper locations are those points that are both cover
points and reconnaissance points. Sniper locations have a compound tactical quality; they are
made up of two or more primitive tactics.

We don’t need to limit ourselves to a single location with both properties, either. When a
character is on the offensive in a firefight, it needs to find a good cover point very near to a
location that provides clear fire. The character can duck into the cover point to reload or when
incoming fire is particularly dense and then pop out into the fire point to attack the enemy. We
can specify that a defensive cover point is a cover point with a fire point very near (often within
the radius of a sideways roll: the stereotypical animation for getting in and out of cover).

In the same way, if we are looking for good locations to mount an ambush, we could look
for exposed locations with good hiding places nearby. The “good hiding places” are compound
tactics in their own right, combining locations with good cover and shadow.

Figure 6.3 shows an example. In the corridor, cover points, shadow points, and exposed points
are marked. We decide that a good ambush point is one with both cover and shadow, next to an
exposed point. If the enemy moves into the exposed point, with a character in shadow, then it will
be susceptible to attack. The good ambush points are marked in the figure.

Tactical Waypoints can be part 
of the pathfinding graph or not 

 
When using navigation meshes 
or tile-based worlds, it’s natural 

to have them separated 



Derived Waypoints 
•  From a collection of annotated waypoints, others can be inferred with 

simple routines 
•  Example: exposed is not shadow/cover and in range of sniping 
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Cover

Cover/shadow

Cover

Sniping/cover/shadow

Exposed

Exposed

Shadow

Exposed

Ambush points

Figure 6.3 Ambush points derived from other locations

We can take advantage of these compound tactics by storing only the primitive qualities. In
the example above, we stored three tactical qualities: cover, shadow, and exposure. From these we
could calculate the best places to lay or avoid an ambush. By limiting the number of different
tactical qualities, we can support a huge number of different tactics without making the level
designer’s job impossible or flooding the memory with waypoint data that are rarely needed. On
the other hand, what we gain in memory, we lose in speed. To work out the nearest ambush point,
we would need to look for cover points in shadow and then check each nearby exposed point to
make sure it was within the radius we were looking for.

In the vast majority of cases this extra processing isn’t important. If a character needs to find
an ambush location, for example, then it is likely to be able to think for several frames. Decision
making based on tactical locations isn’t something a character needs to do every frame, and so for
a reasonable number of characters time isn’t of the essence.

For lots of characters or if the set of conditions is very complex, however, the waypoint sets
can be pre-processed offline, and all the compound qualities can be identified. This doesn’t save
memory when the game is running, but it removes the need for the level designer to specify all the
qualities of every location. This can be taken further, and we can use algorithms to detect even the
primitive qualities. We will return to algorithms for automatically detecting primitive qualities
later in this section.

Waypoint Graphs and Topological Analysis

The waypoints we have looked at so far are separate, isolated locations. There is no information as
to whether one waypoint can be reached from another. We mentioned at the start of this section
the similarity of waypoints to nodes in a pathfinding graph. We can certainly use nodes in a



Using Waypoints 
• Example using FSMs: 

Move to 
Cover Point 

Wander 
around 

Flee to  
Exit Point 

Player spotted 

Player killed 

Too many 
losses 



But… 
• Consider the following situation 

Cover 

Cover 



But… 
• Consider the following situation 

Cover 

Cover 



But… 
• Consider the following situation 

Cover 

Cover 



But… 
• Consider the following situation 

Cover 

Cover 



But… 
• Consider the following situation 

Cover 

Cover 



But… 
• Consider the following situation 

Cover 

Cover 

The “cover points” are not so any 
more, because the player is in a 
different position than expected! 

 
waypoints are context sensitive 



Context Sensitivity 
•  2 options: 

•  Hand annotation: 
•  Annotate each waypoint with the potential directions in which it works 
•  For example, cover points would be be annotated with whether the 

character needs to crouch or not, 

•  Automatic processing 
•  Associate each waypoint type with a condition, that will be checked at 

runtime 

•  Tradeoff: authoring vs computation time. 



Context Sensitivity 
• Example: cover points with preannotated directions of 

which directions against which they offer cover. 
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For tactics where the set of states is fairly obvious, such as cover or firing points (we can use the
four directions again as firing arcs), this is a good solution. For other types of context sensitivities,
such as the withdrawal location example, it is difficult to come up with a sensible set of different
states for the territory controlled by the enemy, for example.

The second approach is to use only one state per waypoint, as we have seen throughout this
section. Rather than treating this value as the final truth about the tactical quality of a waypoint,
we add an extra step to check if it is appropriate. This checking step can consist of any check
against the game state. In the cover example we might check for line of sight with our enemies.
In the withdrawal example we might check on an influence map (see Section 6.2.2 on influence
mapping later in this chapter) to see if the location is currently under enemy control.

In the sniper example we could simply keep a list of Boolean flags to track if the enemy has
fired toward a sniper location (a simple heuristic to approximate if the enemy knows the location is
there). This post-processing step has similarities to the processing used to automatically generate
the tactical properties of a waypoint. We’ll return to these techniques later.

As an example of each approach, consider a character that needs to choose a cover point to
reload behind during a firefight. There are two cover points nearby that it can select from, as
shown in Figure 6.5.

In the diagram on the left of Figure 6.5 the cover points are shown with their quality of cover in
each of the four directions. The character works out the direction to each enemy and determines
that it needs cover from the south and east directions. So the character checks for a cover point
that provides that. Cover point B does, and it selects that point.

In the diagram on the right of Figure 6.5 we use a post-processing step. The character checks
the line of sight from both cover points to both enemies. It determines that cover point B does not
have a line of sight to either, so it is preferable to cover point A that has a line of sight to one enemy.

The trade-off between these two methods is between quality, memory, and execution speed.
Using multiple states per waypoint makes decision making fast. We don’t need to perform any

Indicates the pre-determined
directions of cover

Cover point B

Cover point A

Character
needing cover

Enemy

Enemy

Indicates ray checks
made from a cover point

Cover point B

Cover point A

Character
needing cover

Enemy

Enemy

Figure 6.5 A character selecting a cover point in two different ways



Using Waypoints 
• Simple Tactical Movement: 

•  The example we saw before (FSM): decide first, and then use the 
waypoints to find the appropriate locations to perform the actions 

•  Advantage: simple 
•  Disadvantage: waypoints not used for decision making (might end 

up doing something stupid) 
•  99% of state of the art games use this approach 

•  Incorporating Waypoints into decision making: 
•  E.g. have links in the FSM like “if cover point closer than 2 meters” 



Using Waypoints 
• Example using FSMs: 

Move to 
Cover Point 

Wander 
around 

Flee to  
Exit Point 

Player spotted 
& 

Cover Point nearby 

Player killed 

Too many 
Losses 

& 
Exit point nearby 



Generating Waypoints Automatically 
• Specialized routines to detect each type of waypoint: 

•  Cover points 
•  Visibility points 
•  Shadow points 

• Based on: 
•  Simple geometrical calculations 
•  Running simulations 
•  Analyzing player traces 



Outline 
• Midterm 
•  Tactic and Strategy 
• Rule-Based Systems 
• Waypoints 
•  Influence Maps 



Influence Maps 
• Widely popular in RTS Games 

• Useful to analyze areas of influence in the map: military 
power, resource utilization, etc. 

•  Typically built over a tile-based representation of the 
game level (but not necessarily) 



Influence Maps: Example 
• Divide map in regions (e.g. grid): 

•  Ideally, each region should share similar properties 

• Store military influence as potential fields: 

Example: 
 Friendly troops have a positive influence 
 Enemy troops have a negative influence 



Influence Maps: Example 

•  Coordinates where we 
can shoot the enemy are 
positive (light blue) 

•  coordinates where the 
enemy can hit us are 
negative (darker) 



Influence Maps 
•  Influence typically modeled as a potential field where: 

•  (x,y,z): are the center of the field 
•  I0:is the maximum influence (influence at distance 0) 
•  d: is the decay 

•  Linear decay 
• Exponential decay 
•  etc. 

•  Typically each unit has a limited radius of effect 



Example Use: Building Location 
• Example from 0 A.D. game:  

• Different fields capture distance to resources, to base, etc. 
•  The maximum spot is where the AI will place the next 

building 



Potential Fields for Pathfinding 
• Place a potential field that marks locations where the 

enemy can damage our units 
•  The cost of traversing each cell in the map is a function of 

how much damage the enemy can do to us in that cell 
• Result: 

•  A* would return paths that are a tradeoff between length and safety 



Putting It All Together in an RTS Game 

Perception 

Strategy 

Decision Making 

Movement 

Unit Analysis Map Analysis 

Strategy 

Economy Logistics Attack 

Unit AI 

Building Placer Pathfinder 

Unit AI Unit AI 

Arbiter 



Putting It All Together in an RTS Game 

Perception 

Strategy 

Decision Making 

Movement 

Unit Analysis Map Analysis 

Strategy 

Economy Logistics Attack 

Unit AI 

Building Placer Pathfinder 

Unit AI Unit AI 

Arbiter 

Influence Maps, game-specific 
code for perception 



Putting It All Together in an RTS Game 

Perception 

Strategy 

Decision Making 

Movement 

Unit Analysis Map Analysis 

Strategy 

Economy Logistics Attack 

Unit AI 

Building Placer Pathfinder 

Unit AI Unit AI 

Arbiter 

FSMs, Rule-based systems, 
Waypoints, Influence Maps 

 
(maybe game tree search) 

FSMs, Rule-based systems, 
Waypoints, Influence Maps 

 
(maybe game tree search) 



Putting It All Together in an RTS Game 

Perception 

Strategy 

Decision Making 

Movement 

Unit Analysis Map Analysis 

Strategy 

Economy Logistics Attack 

Unit AI 

Building Placer Pathfinder 

Unit AI Unit AI 

Arbiter 

FSMs, Behavior Trees, A* (TBA*, D*) 
 

(use the influence maps from 
strategy for placing buildings) 



Project 4: Strategic Decision Making 
•  Implement a rule-based AI to play an RTS Game 
• Game Engine: microRTS(Java) 

 


